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About This Game

The Order of Marcus, long dormant in its isolation, is expanding. The renowned ranger Cornelius, armed with his spear and
trained in the arts of subterfuge, has been tasked with preparing the world of Illis for the coming of the order.

New Features:
Ranger Cornelius possesses a holy spear that can apply special powers to his attacks. In Elven Legacy, each unit's operation

could only be performed once per turn - one move and one attack. Ranger Cornelius can now use special attributes of his sacred
spear without losing his turn. For example, he can activate a paralysing stroke and then throw the spear at the enemy. The enemy

unit will not only suffer damage from the attack, but they will also be unable to move during the enemy’s turn.

Plus:

16 New Missions

3 New Heroes

5 Unique Artifacts

12 New Spells
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Title: Elven Legacy: Ranger
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
1C:InoCo
Publisher:
1C Entertainment
Franchise:
Elven Legacy
Release Date: 20 Oct, 2009

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.5 GHz Pentium IV; AMD 2000+ 1,5Ghz (Single Core)

Memory: 512 MB

Hard Disk Space: 3 GB of free space

Video: nVidia GF FX 5700 or ATI Radeon 9600 128 MB

Sound: DirectX-compatible

DirectX®: DirectX 9.0c

English,Russian
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Definitely not an absurdly difficult game, but one that does require planning and strategy. I enjoyed my romp through the a
panzer general-esque fantasy world.. More of Elven Legacy, easier with the help of a broken hero at your disposal and nicely
developed maps for your pleasure. If you enjoyed the main and want more here it is.. This game is much too hard. I'd like to see
someone pass a level without cheating. I'll bet it's impossible. Not sure why they made this game for Koreans only.. Know that
Ranger doesn't bring anything new to the gameplay (though I like the idea of a hero scout), but it's still the Elven Legacy you
know and love.

So if you enjoyed Elven Legacy and want more, don't hesitate. Especially for the price.

Note that this new campaign is clearly easier than Elven Legacy.. Nice addition to a very good, turn-based strategy game in the
spirit of the good old Panzer General series. Not a game for anyone but excellent to those to want challenging battles and
strategical planning of controlling many different units with vastly different abilities having to fullfil specific goals under
limitations (number of turns).
Factors from cover, ground type, unit type\/abilities affect the outcome of the battles between unit pairs.
Leveling heroes and units by adding skills and using artifacts add a light RPG element to the game.

With respect to difficulty it is quite easier than the original Elven Legacy, getting all missions with gold rating is not super
difficult.
I have to disagree with some reviewers, once you understand the strategic rules of the game it is not too difficult.

Drawbacks: rather mediocre graphics and definitely not tailored to a casual player.
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